The latest sound staging software solution, **Mood**, which overcomes mobile audio limitations, is now available on **Freescale i.MX 6**.

SoundStage **Mood** offers a **noticeable improvement in sound quality** and a **fully immersive experience**. Mood improves the clarity and the spaciousness of the sound, while respecting its original timber.

ARKAMYS is proud to have the audio excellence of Mood running on the i.MX 6 platform. With an **innovative ambience management system**, this **new approach to sound** creates an immersive experience via a set of **three predefined sound ambiances**:

- **Natural**: Provides a true sound and a pleasant ambience. This is the default setting.
- **Live**: Creates the feeling of being in a concert hall. This setting is tonally neutral but has a live-concert-like ambience that is more pronounced than the natural setting.
- **Club**: Transports listeners to the club. This setting creates a fully immersive bass-heavy sound.

ARKAMYS and Freescale are key suppliers of advanced technology to automotive radio manufacturers worldwide.

This stronger collaboration between Freescale and ARKAMYS leads to better audio experiences that consumers notice and appreciate.

ARKAMYS offers its audio expertise for manufacturers designing with the Freescale i.MX 6 platform.